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Abstract

Sea surface height derived from the multiple ocean satellite altimeter missions
(TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1, ERS, Envisat et al.) and sea surface temperature from
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) over 1993–2008 are analyzed
to investigate the coherent patterns between the interannual variability of the sea sur-5

face and subsurface in the Tropical Indian Ocean, by jointly adopting Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) and Extended Associate Pattern Analysis (EAPA) methods. Re-
sults show that there are two dominant coherent modes with the nearly same main
period of about 3–5 yr, accounting for 86 % of the total covariance in all, but 90◦ phase
difference between them. The primary pattern is characterized by a east-west dipole10

mode associated with the mature phase of ENSO, and the second presents a sand-
wich mode having one sign anomalies along Sumatra-Java coast and northeast of
Madagascar, whilst an opposite sign between the two regions. The robust correla-
tions of the sea surface height anomaly (SSHA) with sea surface temperature anomaly
(SSTA) in the leading modes indicate a strong interaction between them, though the15

highest correlation coefficient appears with a time lag. And there may be some physi-
cal significance with respect to ocean dynamics implied in SSHA variability. Analyzing
results show that the features of oceanic waves with basin scale, of which the Rossby
wave is prominent, are apparent in the dominant modes. It is further demonstrated
from the EAPA that the equatorial eastward Kelvin wave and off-equatorial westward20

Rossby wave as well as their reflection in the east and west boundary, respectively,
are important dynamic mechanisms in the evolution of the two leading coherent pat-
terns. Results of the present study suggest that the upper ocean thermal variations on
the timescale of interannual coherent with the ocean dynamics in spatial structure and
temporal evolution are mainly attributed to the ocean waves.25
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1 Introduction

Sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies and sea surface height (SSH) anomalies
are two representative indictors of the variation in the air-sea coupled system. Striking
correlations between them have been reported recently (Leuliette et al., 1999). On
one hand, steric changes in sea level at large scales are dominated by thermal effects,5

at long wavelengths SST is a reasonable proxy for the thermal content of the mixed
layer (Leuliette, 1999). Consequently, it is can be considered that variation of SST can
induce SSHA variability. On the other hand, on the interannual or longer timescales
a substantial fraction of the memory of the climate system must reside in the ocean
(Leeuwenburgh et al., 2001), so knowing how the ocean interior communicates with10

SST is important in climate research. In the early years, scientists believed that effects
of subsurface variability under the mixed layer in the ocean on SST were small. How-
ever, analysis result of recent sea level data makes people gradually realize that SSH
can significantly influence the variation of SST (Leeuwenburgh et al., 2001), which will
be the focus in the present paper.15

The interannual variations in the Tropical Indian Ocean have received unprecedented
interests since the discovery of Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) by Saji et al. (1999) (Web-
ster et al., 1999; Chao, 2003; Qian et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2006, 2007). The role of the
Indian Ocean in the regional and global climate has been examined by several previous
investigations (Schott, 2009 and references therein). And the most important finding is20

that the propagation of oceanic waves plays a significant role among the interannual
variations, especially the Rossby wave in the South Tropical Indian Ocean (Xie et al.,
2002; Rao et al., 2002; Qian et al., 2003). Chambers et al. (1999) analyzed the Indian
Ocean warm events during 1994 and 1997 using the TOPEX/Poseidon data, and found
that these warm events were resulted in the wind forced Rossby waves associated with25

the ENSO events, consistent with the results reported by Murtugudde (2000).
The observation facts of Rossby wave in the previous studies are all based on the

sea surface height anomalies (SSHA), heat content in the upper ocean levels or depth
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of 20◦ isotherm that represent the density disturbance in the thermocline layer caused
by it. Given that Rossby waves involve a perturbation to the density profile of the water
column, and that temperature is an important parameter affecting density, it seems
plausible that Rossby waves should have a thermal signature. Whether the Rossby
wave signature will be detected in the SST or not lies in the extent to which the surface5

and subsurface fields are coupled, if the SST gradient can be regarded as a proxy
for the surface density gradient, and if this surface density gradient is correlated with
the density gradient at depth, then perturbations in the density field should also be
visible as perturbations in the SST field, hence, it may be possible to observe baroclinic
Rossby waves, through their effect on SST (Cipollini, 1997). Hill et al. (2000) have10

analyzed the global SST data set to measure the phase speed of the Rossby wave for
the first time, assuming that the SST record can tell about all the Rossby wave activity.

Thus, it is significant to recognize the Rossby wave signature in the SST as well as
its relationship with the dynamic processes on understanding the interannual variability
in the Tropical Indian Ocean. However, due to the lack of observations in the past,15

related study has been seldom in the literatures. Therefore, in the present study we
will examine the coherent variability in the Indian Ocean by mainly carrying out SVD
and EAPA to SSHA and SSTA, considering the 16 yr of overlap (1993–2008) between
the Altimeters missions and the recently released global SST from NCEP, and the role
of oceanic waves, especially the Rossby wave. This study provides a new insight on20

the correlation between coherent changes of interannual sea level and SST.
The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows. The data and methods

are described in the following Sect. 2. The coherent patterns between SSHA and SSTA
will be displayed in Sect. 3, the relationship between the leading modes as well as the
role of oceanic waves is also discussed in this section. Section 4 presents the summary25

of this paper.
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2 Data and methods

We utilized gridded maps of sea level anomaly data over the global ocean for sixteen
years from January 1993 to December 2008 available from the altimeters of T/P, ERS,
Envisat et al., with horizontal resolution of 1◦ latitude by 1◦ longitude. The National Cen-
ters for Environmental Prediction-National Centers for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-5

NCAR) reanalysis SST data were available on 1◦ latitude by 1◦ longitude grid over the
global ocean each month from December 1981 through 2008. As we are interested
in the interannual fluctuations, we work with anomalies relative to the seasonal cycle.
We used the Niño 3.4 index, derived from the Extended Reconstructed SST, version 3
(ERSST.v3; Smith and Reynolds, 2008) by NOAA, which is averaged over the central-10

eastern Pacific (5◦ S–5◦ N, 170◦–120◦ W).
One of the most efficient ways to isolate the co-variability between two fields is to

apply SVD analysis to the fields (Wallace, 1992; Cheng and Dunkerton, 1995; Leuli-
ette, 1999). Unlike EOF analysis, in which the SSHA and SSTA are used separately,
SVD is applied to the cross covariance matrix of the two variables. Thus, the results15

describing the primary coherent mode can not be assumed to represent the primary
oscillation mode of variability for each individual field. The dominant modes explaining
large fractions of squared covariance, with strong temporal and spatial correlations,
are often interpreted in terms of dominant coherent modes of the data vectors. The
heterogeneous correlation maps of the left and right fields, which are the correlation20

coefficient between the time series of the left modes with the right filed and vice versa,
not only can provide a measure of coherent between the fields but can represent the
causality between them in certain degrees. For normalized input data these hetero-
geneous correlation maps have the same patterns as the corresponding left and right
singular vectors (Bretherton, 1992). The reader should refer to Bretherton (1992) for25

further details and to Wallace (1992) for examples of the application of the SVD analy-
sis. When the SVD analysis is performed, especially when the temporal dimension is
far larger than the spatial, the resulted SVD modes are not always significant in statistic,
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hence couldn’t be reasonably explained in physical. So, Shen and Lau (1995), Iwasaka
(1995) introduced the Monte Carlo technic to test the statistical significance of the SVD
modes, Shi (1996) sketchily described the method, which will be also utilized in the
present paper.

Associate pattern (or regression distribution) is defined as an optimal field pattern5

related to the given time series by the least square method, which has been popularly
used in climate studies (Zorita et al., 1992; von Storch et al., 1993). However, it can
not tell how much itself is correlated to the given time series. Therefore, associate
pattern analysis may not be efficient to extract useful information for statistical analyses,
especially for longer time lag analyses (Cui et al., 2004a,b, 2005), to solve this problem,10

Cui et al. (2004a) proposed the EAPA, which has been successfully used by previous
studies (Cui et al., 2004a,b,c, 2005; Wu et al., 2005, 2007), the detail of this method is
described in Cui (2004a).

3 Results

3.1 Leading coherent modes15

Since we are interested in the associated spatial and temporal response of SSHA and
SSTA, SVD analysis is applied to the temporal cross covariance matrix of the two fields.
The confidence test based on Monte Carlo technic shows that only the first two modes
for each pair of variables are well beyond 95 % significant level. And the covariance is
strongly concentrated in the first two modes which isolate large-scale spatial features20

with interannual periods.
Figure 1 presents the results of the primary SVD modes, which accounts for 72 % of

the total covariance. The lead-lag correlation coefficients between the time series of
SSTA and SSHA for the first SVD mode displayed in Fig. 1c are high, as clearly shown
in Fig. 5a, suggesting the strong mutual action between the two fields. The prominent25

period of the time series is about 3–5 yr derived from the Wavelet analysis (Fig. 3a).

6
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The spatial structures displayed both in Fig. 1a,b suggest the basin wide scale of co-
herent variability between subsurface dynamic and sea surface temperature variability
in the Tropical Indian Ocean, which are characterized by opposite signs of both SSTA
and SSHA in the Western Indian Ocean and that in the Eastern Indian Ocean (called
the dipole mode in the following text, with its corresponding time series defined as5

dipole index). Figure 1d,e shows heterogeneous maps, characterized by two strong
correlated regions in each filed resembling the patterns of the spatial modes. Accord-
ing to the theory of SVD, when the time series of the two variables covary consistently,
they will be strongly coherent to each other in the regions where the correlation coef-
ficients show the same sign in the heterogeneous maps. Therefore, the regions of the10

Southeastern Indian Ocean along Sumatra-Java coast and the Southwestern Indian
Ocean are two distinct regions with strong interaction between SSH and SST.

The second SVD mode represents 14 % of the total covariance, the lead-lag correla-
tion coefficients illustrated in Fig. 5b between the two time series (Fig. 2c) is significant
as compared to the t-test confidence level. The dominant period of the time series is15

about 3–5 yr (Fig. 3b), too, closing to that of the first mode. Figure 2a,b presents the
spatial structure of the second mode for the two fields, with positive anomalies confin-
ing in Sumatra-Java coast and northeast of Madagascar, negative anomalies regions
centered in South-Central Indian Ocean which extends in the northwest-southeast di-
rection (called the sandwich mode hereafter, with its corresponding time series defined20

as sandwich index). The coherent spatial patterns between the two fields are highly
correlated with each other by comparing the heterogeneous maps depicted in Fig. 2d,e,
and the feature of large scale oceanic wave is apparent both in the spatial and hetero-
geneous maps.

The time series in the first mode show strong activities appearing during 1994–1995,25

1997–1998, 2002–2003, 2006–2007, coincident with ENSO event which is known
as the dominant signal of the interannual variability taking place in the Tropical Pa-
cific Ocean and significantly influencing the global air-sea coupled system (Philander,
1990). So, the question we will address is whether the primary pattern has some

7
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relation to ENSO event or not. To investigate this problem, we have examined the time
series of the primary mode and Niño 3.4 index, displayed in Fig. 5. The correlation
coefficient between them is as high as 0.86, far exceeding the 99 % confidence level,
implying that the primary mode is strongly related to the mature phase of ENSO. The
study result of Tiwari (2004) suggests that ENSO is one of an important external factor5

forcing the interannual SSHA variability (a proxy of subsurface variability) in the Tropi-
cal Indian Ocean, which resembles that displayed in the first SVD mode in our present
study. Here, it is further proved that the associated interannual SST variability coherent
with SSHA over 1993–2008 is still related to ENSO.

3.2 Relationship between the two leading modes10

Based on the theory of SVD, different SVD modes are orthogonal to and indepen-
dent on each other. However, it is not the same relation between their corresponding
time coefficients. Results of the SVD analysis are intriguing as the first two modes
have a similar prominent period, which may reflect certain relationship between them.
In order to examine this, we have carried out the lead-lag correlation analysis. The15

large positive correlations appear when the sandwich mode lags the dipole mode for
about nine to eleven months (Fig. 5c), indicating a nearly quadrature phase difference
between them. In addition, the cross wavelet analysis between the time expansion
coefficients of the first two SVD modes also suggests that, the largest spectral value
appears when the two time series have a quadrature phase difference, consisting with20

the lead-lag correlation analysis. Therefore, from the temporal point of view, the first
two leading modes are not isolated.

As having been illustrated in Sect. 3.1, the first two SVD modes both present features
of large scale oceanic waves appearing mainly in the South Indian Ocean, whilst relate
to ENSO phenomenon. Longitude-time plots of SSTA and SSHA, averaged along the25

latitudes between 13 and 9◦ S shown in Fig. 6, vividly exhibit the clear westward propa-
gation signals, which are identified as the Rossby waves, and each warm Rossby wave
is coincident with an El Niño event, agreement with some previous studies (Webster,

8
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1999; Chambers et al., 2000). Moreover, it is shown from Fig. 6 that, there is no appre-
ciable phase lag, i.e., SSHA and SSTA signals for each propagating wave are found to
be nearly in phase, according with the result of SVD analysis. White (2000) claimed
that warm SSTA overlying high SSHA in the Indian Ocean suggests that vertical dis-
placements in the pycnocline associated with Rossby waves play a dominant role in5

specifying the phase relationship between SSHA and SSTA. Consequently, together
with the principia of SVD method, it is reasonable to suppose that the coherent modes
between SSTA and SSHA are attributed to the modulation of ocean dynamic mech-
anisms dominated by Rossby wave. In other words, the interannual variability with
3–5 yr period in the SSTA field coherent with the SSHA is significantly influenced by10

the propagation of Rossby waves mainly taking place in the thermocline layer. In the
following section, we will perform the EAPA to further document the response of SSTA
to SSHA, and assess the role of the oceanic waves.

3.3 Extended associate patterns

A modal-transition is indicated in the SVD analysis, that is, dipole mode leads sandwich15

mode by nearly one year as the Western Indian Ocean warms. Intended to further
study the causes of the coherent modes and the modal-transition process, EAPA is
carried out in this section.

Associate patterns of SSTA and SSHA for fifteen-month lead through twelve-month
lag to the dipole index are calculated and the plots are given every 3 months inter-20

val in Fig. 7, with the lag month denoted in the African landmass. According to Cui
et al. (2004a, 2005) and Wu et al. (2007), taken the dipole index as X , SSTA, SSHA
field as Y, the correlation coefficients between the dipole mode and the associate mode
are more than 0.5 (Fig. 9a), far exceeding 99 % significant confidence level, and the
average variances explained by the associate patterns are more than 15 % (Fig. 9b).25

Fifteen months before the dipole index peaks, a warm downwelling Rossby wave with
center located at the southeast of Tropical Indian Ocean begins to propagate westward
with a low phase speed. Twelve months before the peaks, negative anomalies start to

9
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develop along Sumatra-Java coast. Six months before the peaks, the warm Rossby
wave arrives at the Southwestern Indian Ocean, the dipole patterns both appearing in
the SSHA and SSTA field are formed. Thereafter, with several months’ development
and strengthening while the warm Rossby wave continuing to propagate westward, the
peaks of the dipole mode are witnessed right at the zero lag time. So, propagation of5

the Rossby wave, especially in the off-equatorial South Indian Ocean, is a dominant
mechanism of the coupled dipole mode derived from the SVD analysis.

After the peaks of the dipole mode, from three months lag on, negative anomalous
signals both in SSH and SST fields start to propagate westward in the form of Rossby
wave from the Eastern Indian Ocean with a trend of southward, meanwhile, the positive10

anomalous signals in the Western Indian Ocean reflect in the west boundary, eastward
propagating as oceanic Kelvin waves along the equator, and reach the east boundary
three months later. The pattern of the sandwich mode stands out with the time lag
for nine months, then, the cold Rossby wave continues propagating westward. Till
the twelfth month lag, the loading patterns totally resemble the peaks of the sandwich15

mode, which is consistent with the result of lead-lag correlation analysis.
Similarly, SSTA and SSHA associate patterns with time lags from minus twelve to

zero months with respect to the sandwich mode are plotted on Fig. 8, to more fully
assess the physical process of the evolution from the dipole mode to the sandwich
mode. It is clear that the correlation coefficients between the sandwich mode and20

the associate mode are more than 0.7 (Fig. 9c), and the basin-averaged variances
explained by the associate patterns exceeds 20 % (Fig. 9d). By comparing Figs. 7 and
8, we can find that the associate patterns with time lags from zero to twelve in reference
to the dipole mode are similar to that with time leads from twelve to zero in reference
to the sandwich mode. This highly agreement strongly indicates that EAPA indeed25

describes the spatial and temporal evolution of the coupled mode between SSHA and
SSTA as well as the way through which the dipole mode converts to the sandwich
mode.

10
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In conclusion, as expected, the EAPA suggests that the lead-lag relation between the
two coherent modes of SSHA and SSTA can be understood in a manner of the prop-
agation of the off-equatorial westward Rossby wave and equatorial eastward Kelvin
wave, as well as their reflection at the west and east boundaries, respectively. It is
interesting to note that, the SSTA and SSHA amplitudes are decaying gradually from5

the zero to the twelfth month lag suggested in Fig. 7, which is generally consistent with
the frequency spectral energy relationships in terms of quantity displayed in Fig. 3, im-
plying the dying of the dipole mode. In addition, what is the most important here is that
the interannual thermal variability in the upper ocean exhibits the same features with
the large scale ocean dynamics, suggesting the ocean waves are the main mechanism10

on the response of surface variability to that in the subsurface.

4 Conclusions

The present paper studies the coherence variability between SSHA and SSTA in the
Tropical Indian Ocean on time scale of interannual over 1993–2008. SVD analysis
suggests that there are two dominant coherent patterns between SSHA and SSTA15

isolating large-scale spatial features with the main period of 3–5 yr, capturing 86 %
of the overall covariance. The primary pattern is characterized by the dipole mode
strongly related to the mature phase of ENSO, and the second presents a conversion
mode with a sandwich pattern, there are 90◦ phase difference between them. Similar
interannual patterns have been also reported by Leuliette et al. (1999) for the first time,20

who investigated the contribution of the thermal expansion to sea level by using the
same SVD analysis between SSTA and SSHA. Here, we mainly focus on the response
of SSTA to SSHA associated with ocean dynamics. The equatorial eastward Kelvin
waves and off-equatorial westward Rossby waves as well as their reflection in the east
and west boundaries, respectively, play an important role on the formation of the dipole25

mode, and evolution of the sandwich mode. In other words, it is fully indicated that
the propagation of oceanic waves is an important mechanism in the variation of SST
coherent with the subsurface variability on timescale of interannual.

11
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Strictly speaking, in theory, the response of SSTA to SSHA is not fully simultane-
ous, and vice versa. It is can be clearly seen from Fig. 5a (Fig. 5b) that the highest
correlation coefficient appears at about one month lag of SSHA (SSTA) with respect
to SSTA (SSHA) in the first (second) mode. That is to say, a time delay presents be-
tween the wave transition suggested in the SSHA field and the adjustment of the SSTA.5

However, this time lag could be neglected on the timescale we are interested in here,
partly because of the characteristics of the fields obtained by SVD analysis, a way
through which finding the coherent variability. Moreover, White (2000) also found all
three SSHA, SSTA, and MSW (Meridional Surface Wind) interannual variables display
significant spectral coherence, with oceanic and atmospheric variability propagating10

westward in fixed 0◦ phase with one another, which is unique in the Tropical Indian
Ocean. Hence, the adjustment time of SSTA to SSHA is shorter than the timescale of
wave motions demonstrated above. Therefore, the result that interannual subsurface
variability impacts that in the surface via ocean waves, mainly Rossby wave, is rea-
sonable. Results of the present paper substantiate the fact of the phase relationship15

between SSHA and SSTA claimed by White (2000) associated with Rossby waves,
providing a foundational observation evidence for further studies.
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Fig. 1 Spatial eigenvectors of SSTA (a), SSHA (b) along with their associated 

eigenfunctions (dashed line denotes SSTA and solid line SSHA) (c), and heterogeneous 

correlation maps of SSTA (d) and SSHA (e) for the first SVD mode, with shaded indicating 

values exceeding 99% confidence level.  

 22

Fig. 1. Spatial eigenvectors of SSTA (a), SSHA (b) along with their associated eigenfunctions
(dashed line denotes SSTA and solid line SSHA) (c), and heterogeneous correlation maps of
SSTA (d) and SSHA (e) for the first SVD mode, with shaded indicating values exceeding 99 %
confidence level.
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Fig. 2 Same as Fig. 1, but for the Second SVD mode.  
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for the Second SVD mode.
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454 

Fig. 3 Period-Spectrum plots of time expansion coefficients for the first SVD mode (dipole 

mode) (a) and the second SVD mode (sandwich mode) (b), with dashed lines denoting 95% 

confidence level. 
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Fig. 3. Period-Spectrum plots of time expansion coefficients for the first SVD mode (dipole
mode) (a) and the second SVD mode (sandwich mode) (b), with dashed lines denoting 95 %
confidence level.
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Fig. 4 Normalized time expansion coefficients of the first SVD mode for SSHA (solid line) 

and Niño3.4 index (dashed line), correlation between them is 0.86, exceeding 99% 

confidence level. 
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Fig. 4. Normalized time expansion coefficients of the first SVD mode for SSHA (solid line) and
Niño 3.4 index (dashed line), correlation between them is 0.86, exceeding 99 % confidence
level.
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Fig. 5 Lag correlation between the temporal coefficients of (a) SSHA and SSTA for the first 

SVD mode, (b) SSHA and SSTA for the second SVD modes, (c) SSHA for the second SVD 

mode and SSTA for the first SVD mode, with abscissa presenting lag month. Positive lags 

denote SSTA leading SSHA in (a)-(b), while the first leading the second mode in (c).The 

dashed line is the 99% confidence level. 
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Fig. 5. Lag correlation between the temporal coefficients of (a) SSHA and SSTA for the first
SVD mode, (b) SSHA and SSTA for the second SVD modes, (c) SSHA for the second SVD
mode and SSTA for the first SVD mode, with abscissa presenting lag month. Positive lags
denote SSTA leading SSHA in (a, b), while the first leading the second mode in (c). The
dashed line is the 99 % confidence level.
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470 

Fig. 6 Longitude-time plots of latitude averaged between 13ºS and 9ºS for (a) SSHA (unit: 

cm), (b) SSTA (unit: °C) 
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Fig. 6. Longitude-time plots of latitude averaged between 13 and 9◦ S for (a) SSHA (unit: cm),
(b) SSTA (unit: ◦C)
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476 

Fig. 7 SSTA (the first and the third columns), SSHA (the second and the forth columns) 

associate patterns with time lags from minus 15 to 12 months in reference to the dipole 

mode. The lags are every 3 months, as denoted in the African landmass. The units are 

degree (ºC) and cm for SSTA and SSHA, respectively. 
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Fig. 7. SSTA (the first and the third columns), SSHA (the second and the forth columns)
associate patterns with time lags from minus 15 to 12 months in reference to the dipole mode.
The lags are every 3 months, as denoted in the African landmass. The units are degree (◦C)
and cm for SSTA and SSHA, respectively.
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480 

Fig. 8 same as Fig. 7, but for time lags from minus 12 to zero months in reference to the 

sandwich mode. 
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for time lags from minus 12 to zero months in reference to the
sandwich mode.
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 482 

483 

484 

485 

486 

487 

Fig. 9 (a)correlation coefficients between the dipole mode and the associate mode and (b) 

variances explained by associate patterns for time leads from -15 to 15 months in reference 

to the dipole mode for SSTA (solid line) and SSHA (dashed line). (c) and (d) are same as (a) 

and (b),respectively, but in reference to the sandwich mode. 

 

Fig. 9. (a) Correlation coefficients between the dipole mode and the associate mode and
(b) variances explained by associate patterns for time leads from −15 to 15 months in reference
to the dipole mode for SSTA (solid line) and SSHA (dashed line). (c) and (d) are same as
(a) and (b), respectively, but in reference to the sandwich mode.
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